
Save money and a lot of wasted time with industry
insider information.  

Subject matter specialist Al Kietzmann is a former
copier sales rep who shares critical procurement
information with all copier buyers!

5 Copier
Buyer
Centric
Rules



The copier industry sells payments more

than anything.  Regardless of any sales pitch

we ensure copier buyers are aware of the

copier sales rep strategies and tactics.

Plan ahead!  Don't rush
this process.  Know your
real volume & match it to
your invoicing.  Financing
maintenance add $1,000s
in interest charges!



Rule 2: 
Ask A Lot Of
Questions!

Ask us any questions you have.  Know we

are there for you.  You make a monthly

payment for a pre-determined term (i.e.

60 months) that's structured as FMV or

$1 buyouts.  What they don't tell you is

the financing formula, rate factors,

interest rates and total amount of

interest in your copier lease (plus about

40 other items).  We know 'em and share

'em with ALL copier buyers!



Rule 3: 
Discover The Truth! 
Enlist A Subject
Matter Specialist 

Copier sales people are not licensed.

Copier industry is not regulated.

Intentionally confusing terms.

No conflict resolution sources.

High implicit interest rates - 9%-22%

Buyers don't know what to ask.

Sellers do not have to be transparent.

No truth in lending laws or documents.

Buyer's rely too heavily on sellers.

Buyers give seller's their lease data.

Sellers keep payments the same.

Seller's use lease info against buyers.



Provide vendor-neutral guidance.

Reveal industry secrets.

Offer lease financing training.

Ask the right questions.

Leverage our proprietary RFP process.

Educate buyers independent of the seller.

We ~Copier Consulting, LLC™ wants
to be on your team but not your
payroll!  We collect and share
info from previous cases!   Our
best in class pricing, research
and raw data benefits copier
buyers!



Rule 5: 
Match winning
vendor's proposal
to future contract

We find a plethora of omissions

throughout a project and sadly at time

of closing.  Vendor's may insert

undisclosed language under the nose

of the buyer! 

Watch out for omissions at this point! 
 NEVER sign a new vendor agreement
that omits answers to the 40 critical
cost factor questions from your RFP!

Have more questions?  Contact Us at
info@copierconsultingllc.com to
schedule a complimentary cost
assessment call.


